Software frameworks frequently require developers to interact with them using both OO-based languages and declarative files. The frameworks also require that these declarative files are consistent with the OO code, but it is currently difficult to check this in a generic way. Relationships have shown to be useful for checking constraints within OO code, and as a declarative file is essentially a static list of relationships, they may also be useful for checking constraints within declarative files. However, retrieving relationships from these files has many potential problems. In this paper, we show why it would be useful to retrieve relationships from declarative files, and we explore the hurdles that a solution will have to overcome.
RELATIONSHIPS IN DECLARATIVE FILES
Traditionally, a developer who intends to use an objectoriented software framework would do so by using an inversion-of-control design pattern, such as template method or abstract factory [3, 1] . In these patterns, the developer's code, known as a plugin, is called by the framework to perform customized functionality. However, object-oriented frameworks are increasingly turning to declarative files to describe configuration settings, user interfaces, and even the architecture of the plugin.
A sampling of these frameworks, and the types of files they require, is shown in Table 1 . In order to properly use these frameworks, the plugin developer must provide both the object-oriented code and the declarative files, and all the code and files must be consistent with each other. An inconsistency may result in exceptions and unexpected behavior at runtime, as there is not currently a way to statically check these files in a generic way.
As an example, we will look at the ASP.NET web application framework. A web page using the ASP.NET framework is made up of two files which represent a view and a model. The first file, an ASPX file, is a declarative, HTML-based Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. RAOOL '09, July 7 2009, Genova, Italy Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-549-9/09/07 ...$10.00. file which describes the layout of the controls on the page. The ASPX file represents the "view" component of the plugin, and it is used by the framework to create the view of the webpage. The model is represented by the "code-behind" class, written in either C# or VB.NET. This class contains methods which the framework calls to respond to lifecycle events and events on the controls. Consider the following problem found on the ASP.NET developer forums. A developer complained of a NullReferenceException, and he posted his ASPX file (Listing 1) and code-behind file (Listing 2) [4] . His page uses a LoginView control, which allows developers to display some controls if the user is logged in, and other controls if the user is not logged in. It achieves this by having two templates which represent these states.
The developer properly set up a LoginView, including the DropDownList within it, in the ASPX file. The developer then went to his code-behind file in Listing 2, and in the load event, attempted to set up the DropDownList with data. The typical way to get a sub-control is to call Control.FindControl with the appropriate name; FindControl will return null only if there is no sub-control with that name. While this line of code was throwing a NullReferenceException, the developer was confused because he had used exactly the name he declared in the ASPX file.
Another developer responded to the post and explained this unusual error. The original developer did correctly set up his controls so that the DropDownList would only show when the user is logged in. However, the LoggedInTemplate does more than just make the controls invisible; the controls will not even exist in memory unless a user is logged in. Therefore, if a developer wishes to set up data in these controls, he must do so before the control is displayed, but only if the user has logged in. This constraint makes more sense from a security perspective; we do not want any chance of the data within that control leaking out of the system, so the control does not exist at all until necessary. The solution proposed was to first check End Class the login status using the page's Request object. The call LoginView1.FindControl("DropDownList1") can only be executed properly if Request.IsAuthenticated is true.
There are several possible ways that the plugin developer could have made a mistake, in both the ASPX and VB.NET sides. In our previous work [2] , we described a way to specify this type of constraint on an operations by using a propositional logic over relationships. These constraints are written as annotations by the framework developer and can be checked by a static analysis. Thus, the method LoginView.FindControl(String name) might have a precondition such as:
N ame(result, name) ∧ (LoggedInT emplate(this, result) =⇒ Child(page, this) ∧ Request(page, request) ∧ LoggedIn(request)) That is, there must be a control with that name, and if that control is within the LoggedInTemplate of the LoginView, then we must also know that the Request object for the Page knows that there is a user logged in.
In our previous work, we generate these relationships based on method post-conditions provided by the framework developer. For example, the framework developer can annotate the method Request.IsAuthenticated to show that when it returns true, it gives us the relationships Request(page, request) and LoggedIn(request). However, there is no way to get some of the other necessary relationships, like LoggedInTemplate(this, result), as there are no method calls that would provide those relationships. This information does exist though; it just exists in the ASPX file. Therefore, we propose to treat the ASPX file, and other declarative files, as a static description of relationships.
The ASPX file in Listing 1 defines many relationships between runtime objects, including instances of the relations Name, LoggedInTemplate, and Child. If we could retrieve these out of Listing 1, we would find relationships such as:
• Name(DropDownList1, "DropDownList1")
• Name(Button1, "Button1")
• Name(LoginView1, "LoginView1")
• LoggedInTemplate(LoginView1, DropDownList1)
• LoggedInTemplate(LoginView1, Button1)
• Child(this, LoginView1)
As plugin developers must already write these files, we would ideally just retrieve the relationships out of the existing files, without any work on the part of the plugin developer. However, we have found no existing work to generically retrieve relationships from declarative files.
In the remainder of this paper, we will describe some hurdles which a solution must overcome. While we are currently working on a solution to retrieve relationships out of XMLbased files, this paper focuses on the problem description only.
FIELDS, REFERENCES, AND OBJECTS
Many declarative files, especially those that describe the architecture of a plugin, refer to types defined by the OO code of a plugin. It is common for the declarative files to uniquely identify an object, declare its type, and define values for its fields. As the objects are uniquely identifiable, 
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</beans> these fields may even refer to other objects in the file. Listing 3 shows an example from the Spring framework, where each bean element is an object that the framework will create at runtime. A solution should be able to retrieve relationships from the connections defined by these fields, both directly (as in a Validation relationship between addQuestionForm and addQuestionValidator, lines 12 and 7) and indirectly (as in a Success relationship between addQuestionForm and viewQsController through urlMapping, lines 14, 24, and 4).
The entire concept of what defines an object also changes depending on the declarative file. In ASPX, the entire file is a single object, which should be checked for consistency alongside the associated code-behind file. However, in Spring, each bean is an object. As there may be several objects of the same type, a solution must keep these relationships separate, and any consistency checks with the OO code may need to be repeated for each instance.
SUBTYPES AND EXTENSIONS
The declarative files have no notion of type hierarchy, and this makes it difficult to handle relationships which use supertypes. Consider a Child relation in ASP.NET which associates a page with a top-level control. The type of this relation is Child(Page, Control). Listing 1 implicitly contains the relationship Child(this, LoginView1), but how would we retrieve this generically? We have to know that an asp:LoginView element is associated with a class that derives from Control; likewise, we must know this about asp:DropDownList and asp:Button. Enumerating all possibilities would be both cumbersome and incorrect, as a developer can always create a new subtype of Control with an unknown element name. Extensions like this are frequent in ASPX, JSP, and Eclipse XML files, and the extensions are constrained in the OO code but may take any form in the declarative file. A solution must be aware of the type hierarchy, and it must provide a way to handle the extensions to declarative files.
FILESYSTEMS AND URLS
In addition to OO code, the declarative files may refer to each other through the filesystem, or even through URLs. In Listing 3, we would like to describe the relationship between addQuestionForm (line 8) and the form view it is using (line 13). Line 13 just provides a string, "add question", but this is actually a file handle to a view. Lines 28-32 describe a prefix and suffix for file handles of views, so the framework knows it can actually find the file at "/WEB-INF/jsp/add question.jsp". Therefore, to retrieve this relationship, we must be able to reach into the filesystem to get this JSP file.
Why might we care about such a relationship? The file add question.jsp will assume it can make calls on an object with a particular name and type. This name and type are defined in Listing 3, lines 10 and 11. Additionally, the class QuestionValidator must validate objects of this type, as an instance of this class is defined as the validator for this controller (line 12). If any of these three files are inconsistent with each other, the system will produce unusual runtime exceptions that are difficult to track down. However, if we can describe these dependencies as relationships, we might be able to retrieve them from the XML and JSP files and write propositional logic to check for consistency statically.
CONCLUSION
The declarative files that are used with software frameworks may seem trivial, but there are many constraints surrounding these files. Relationships may be a good match for describing and checking that declarative files are consistent with each other and with object-oriented code, especially if we consider that a declarative file is, in essence, a static listing of the relationships between different objects at runtime. To generically retrieve these relationships though, we must be able to handle files that have different senses of what an object is, have no awareness of a type hierarchy, may be extended with arbitrary elements, and may reach into the filesystem or even through URLs to refer to relevant data. It is not yet clear what form the best solution may take; options include requiring framework writers to use XSLT and existing technologies to write the translation, providing a new specification language for generically translating these files, or replacing these declarative files altogether with a form which is both easy to parse and retains the hierarchical and extensible nature of XML-like files. In any form, if we can harness this information, it will provide significant leverage to static analyses by providing them with pre-existing relationships and allowing them to increase precision with no additional client-side specifications.
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